Case Study: Unified EMS/ NMS Controller

Unified EMS/ NMS Controller

BUSINESS
REQUIREMENTS

Unified Centralized
management controller for
managing heterogeneous
devices

Centralized management
console with next-gen intent
driven UI features

OUR
SOLUTIONS

Developed the management
application with multiple
protocol support like SNMP,
NETCONF, OpenFlow etc. for
different types of devices.

Robust architecture
with symmetric design
for Embedded EMS, EMS
and NMS systems.

TOOLS
/TECHNOLOGIES

•Java, Spring, Hibernate
•HornetQ
•Tomcat
•MySQL
•Mockito, Groovy

•Websockets
•Node.js/NPM - Java Script Tools
•HTML5, AngularJS &
Resttangular Rest API Integration
•SASS/SCSS – styles

•Jenkins, Maven
•Protocol- SNMP, ,
OpenFlow, Syslog

Single solution that can
manage both SDN and
Non-SDN hybrid devices
thus creating new market
for brownfield or greenfield
SDN deployments

Unified and consistent user
experience across EMS/ NMS –
easier adoption by network
admins and hence enhanced
demand creation

Faster Disaster Recovery and
Portable configurations
allowing solution to be a
preferred option for multi-site
deployments.

BUSINESS
IMPACT

• Human readable
configuration
template support
• High Availability

• Design and implementation
of Self-referential canonical
format Parser.
• High Availability support in a
robust scalable environment
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